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	In this groundbreaking book, Dr Seem shares with us the fruits of 20 years of treating patients with all types of chronic fatigue, pain, and stress disorders. These are patients for whom standard medical treatments have offered little help and who often find their way to acupuncturists as a last resort. Included are Dr Seem's classification of the four major patterns of tight tender points that he finds in such patients, his treatment strategies in each pattern, and many charts and diagrams to help busy practitioners use his approach more effectively. This book is a must for acupuncturists treating any type of chronic condition.
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Intelligent Networks: Recent Approaches and Applications in Medical SystemsElsevier Limited, 2013

	This textbook offers an insightful study of the intelligent Internet-driven revolutionary and fundamental forces at work in society. Readers will have access to tools and techniques to mentor and monitor these forces rather than be driven by changes in Internet technology and flow of money. These submerged social and human forces form a...
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Turn Clicks Into Customers: Proven Marketing Techniques for Converting Online Traffic into RevenueMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Turn online visitors into paying customers!


	You’ve gone through all steps of developing a powerful business presence on the Web-—but it’s only the first step. Now, you have to make sure your visitors hit the “Purchase” button . . . before they start clicking through to your...
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UNIX Network Programming, Volume 2: Interprocess Communications (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1998
This book describes four different forms of IPC in detail:

	message passing (pipes, FIFOs, and message queues), 
	synchronization (mutexes, condition variables, read-write locks, file and record locks, and semaphores), 
	shared memory (anonymous and named), and 
	remote...
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Combinatorics: Topics, Techniques, AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 1995

	Combinatorics is a subject of increasing importance because of its links with computer science, statistics, and algebra. This textbook stresses common techniques (such as generating functions and recursive construction) that underlie the great variety of subject matter, and the fact that a constructive or algorithmic proof is more valuable...
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Dating For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2006
If you’re looking for a fun Saturday night date or a happily-ever-after mate, this is the guide for you. Whether you’re young and haven’t dated much or older and have been out of circulation so long you’ve forgotten how to flirt, dating can be intimidating. Author Dr. Joy Browne, America’s favorite psychologist,...
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Elementary Number Theory with Applications, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2007
or over two thousand years, number theory has fascinated and inspired both Famateurs and mathematicians alike. A sound and fundamental body of knowledge, it has been developed by the untiring pursuits of mathematicians all over the world. Today, number theorists continue to develop some of the most sophisticated mathematical tools ever devised and...
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